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Dear Howard, 

Your lotter of the first didn't got here until today, L. a vary largo mail than 

included. a letter from Sylvia dated the fourth anu two msibila envelopes of materials I had 

asked her for a moat of so ago fated the fifth. So, there so ms to have been some delay in 

yours. I read it earlier and will now respond. first I felt I has to Give :Sylvia a lonothy 

reTonse. If she did not send you a copy, I will if yau want it, It does not oadross what 

I wrote, as I recall, accuses me of thinkino  the entire world in in aeon curacy against 

sue, of a neod to do: troy others, twice of accusing others of betraying me, those: listed 

being "Gary, Jerry, Wecht, Crosby, Epstein, Lifton, Forman, 	kagGie and myself." 

How shy forgot my parents, sisters and wife I can't imagine. 
I m past the point where I'm going to have to cut seriously into thy: tine I spend 

in correspondence on this. t is now 8 o'clock and I've done nothing for myself so far 

today, not even writing what are for us important business letters. I feel your letter 

also warrants rapid response, but I'm not Going to Go over in dotaio what I think your 

mind is not letting you take apart as it can and what I did go oveo Ath you in detail. 

It is this fear that led rue to eueeot to you a while ago that you do some things to Get 

your mind off of this. I will give you a very simple answer and if that does not suffice, 

I'm sorry. When anyone now, under the sanction of the oonnedys or their agent or that 

contract sees the film and anything else that the preso, without exception, will say the 

Kennedys only suppressed (and I've tested this on neamen and it is inevitable), the result 

will be the defaming of the innocent, the blaming of those least responsible of t ass who 

aro responsible for the official errors, aril the exculpation of those moot responsible, l  
particularly the iB1, Hoover and the staff. ou are aware of Specter's preparations for 

this. They will all cite something and they will all be heard. if I can't justify what 
Warren did, he carries enough blame if he boars his o.m. alone. Not iioo er's, SpocterAs, etc. 

The way these things work it will be the: family of the Sreaidtma ( a concept if you have 

Any coneorn for the national honor that you also consider instead of the family its 	that 

gets most if not all the blano, and the truth will never catch up. i■or will we ever be 

able to make a dent in anything without undertaking a pointed defense of the &oily per se. 

obody will ever ask, for examplle, what was the need for the contract? nobody will over 

know that no Kennedy had anything to do with it, or ever had the fin, or anything like tthat. 

We did go into all of these aspects in some detail, and if you do not recall them, then 

your oind iq rebelling, which is understandable. Even if at this; point root people believed 

the Warren Repott, ast 1  believe few do, what diffe once woulu to now make to establishing 

truth if such a person came out and persuaded the whole world if it would drop dead then 

with the innocent being blamed for the error, the guilty exculpated, hnd what slight prospect 

of carrying anything forward would be lost in the enormous scads]. of "JFK's Family 

Suppressed rvidence of killing"? To the best of my knowledge, except for my work, all the 

bastards are covered if the press ever gets past the hammer heaoline. Phis is why I made 

some of the book so detailed. ay selfish attitude is further expressed in the belief thtt 

if so mony of those carling themselves genuine critics and possessed of the means had 

the inselfishaess they profess this would be impossible, foo the contrary evodence would 

be out and in enough hands. ilemomber when fled was talking about doing this, I said I'd need 

the first 1,000 to give away Press and all the members of congress. low I hope you can 

see why, BEFORE any of this. 
You have legitimate questions that for the most part from the hasty reading I think 

can be attributed to ray haste and looseness in phrasing. 
I can address your torment and position in no way other thine have: we never at any 

time Lmos, what IS right. We can only do what at any time we Believe to be right. I think 

you have a clause in your first graph that says it all but even though you want ma to argue 

this mirth you 'mooing that 1  luool refused to, I think it would be unfair to both of us. 
presume your paragrpah of boor) is based not only on observation when lie was hero 

but an tadieso he said when I was not with you. I was sure he told us he was going to 

pis, and I'm glad you confirm. Le told the eTIA. people he was opi.no to Callas, and from 

;hat 4,,ary said ho did. 
What I wanted you to write Oozy was what jylvia had told you, esp. about se. oary 

has known Sylvia well. 1 an concerned about L;ylvia's umptional stability, no less so 

after her letter that came today which avoids confrontation with some pretty specific stuff. 
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Technically, as you see it, you are correct in what bceino with the paragraph "You have 
said on repeated occasions that you have invited dialoeue...and nobody responded. Dialogue, 
no lietenine to us. I meant, of course, in writing. Par example, before I discussed it 
with you I did with Lesar, emith at least, I think eud, with nary 11/71, with dory 1/72, 
with Jerry on several cocasions. But nobody ron11,2f ebelleneged me, there was no neanined'ul 
exchange, mostly people lietened and agreed or disagreed, no real dieloguo. I had forgotten 
about Diek'a letter, but you tell it like it is, no die-Pogue. our words, you agreed with 
my description "unrealistic". Hoch also wrote no a neeuinelese letter much, much later, but 
no oxhange. And when I saked Dick, as you note, "take it Daum here an think it through", 
it went no further. I don't Sylvia responded. Wocht didn't. Gary didn't. eo there were 
either no answers or no real exchanges, my wiling in dialogue. I think you rust have noted 
that I began by refusing to say what I thought, asking them to thiekfirst. With Desar, 
it took the form of no aekine him questions. 

I think you eioundersteod what I said about criticism of other critics. Jel private 
have, with pointedness. In public, in speeches and on radio and TV, I have in each case 

found something good I could say about each one, or at least what uoat of the audience 
would take as good. I do not think you can fairly describe what I did in the Lbilogue 
to WWII as " tearing into" Lane and Epstein personally. I am sure I have told you more 
than once that it is the evil doctrine of their work, and I Lew° you illustrations I will 
repeat if you want, that impelled no to continue writing. j't is quite consistent eith the 
present eese. ey thinking is the same.bane, for example, eliminating the identification 
of every staff lawyer. I laid Tiger aside to do this, and also didn t return to work I 
was doing before the ass. work. In the writing to which you refer, I address this doctrine, 
not them as persons. I do the some with LOOK and Knebel, with the silent friends of the 
President, etc. There is a big difference between lotting this kind of work go unchallenged 
and personal attack on a personal basis. I don't think i have ever done that with any. 

how on the Sacvengere, that was befor, your time. First of all, I agreed to talk to 
them only off the record saying that I would not be part of any public criticism of any 
of my competitors. They had told me quite the opposite of what emerged about their project. 
They were doing an historical document. When they culled me from Penn Jones' 1 believed theme  
They amxlinaxl went inet a whole spiel of college audiences, etc. Eo, first of all, what 
I said was off the record, for their information only. I don't recall what I said about 
L or EJE. each of wiat 1 said is about one they do not name, Popkin. I said of Lane and E 
only what everyone now knows and thinks. But I did not expeet it to be used as anything but 
guidance. 

The one clear recollection I haveof the kookie reporter free whatever in rhila is 
that he was excessively provocative, was firm in the belief that all good flowed from 
Silandria alone, if not the discovery of sex, then the invention of the iiheol. Eith n11  that 
we had then been through with 3, that was a bit too much. Weenyoe say I didn't know 
Salandria ("you knew neither") you could not be more wrong. 'Mat he put me through on :ore 
than one occasion I'll never forget, from his letter I refer to in that to Sylvia, to ruining 
3 1/2 hrs of a four hr Jack ec"inney show with rubbishy fillibueters about the wrong or the 
stupid (like 6onnaly wasn't hit until about Z 293, which took almost an hour) that didn't 
end until on a comeereial I said unless he shut up I was walking out then and there, the 
Garriosn stuff that continues, Judge lielleck emee, and more. I do, indeed, know ealandria, 
and I'm not to .ing the kind of shit his friend came down to deliver from anyone. Be has 
been one of out collectibe greatest liabalieies and an enormous burden to 1.11  and me. Ask 
her. And have you forgotten that he dedicated soec of his work to the FBI and praised 
Frazier? /le has done terrible thing;. With Ross it was also in private and again for his 
guidance only. Have I not done the same with you? That is not the same as taking the stump. 

If Uecht wanted Ilia in on it, he took a lot of pressuring; to ask, and it wee then 
pretty late.I'e sIdpeinee I can't addrus all of this. 

eylvia'e expressions about my financial state had cone to uu earlier, so I begun 
14 partially addressing them in what I wrote. That is nothing to some of the stuff Bud, 
who has to be a milioneire, has said. And eorse, done. 

It earl worse than your ,ord, presuuptious, of her to decide Acre we should eove. 
And with an apartment there is rent every month. -one months, not a penny cones in except 
from a very sinor bookkeeping account, one of hil'e. Bow could. I pay rent. 'Lou 11 see an 
explanation, however, in ey letter. I hope it is enough to teach her how arroc7nt she is, 
how silo nakee t Lees up and believe them, which is her criticism of Garrison. I suppose she'd 
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say worse if she knew I'd let a black fomilt move in after they told mu they were on 
welfare, as they were, at a 410 weekly rental they never pay and I have since found out 
that the can makes .67 Or 3124 an hour as a mason, Nor°, ho almost buxned the place down. 
ih firamarshall's estimate of damage was e10,000. I am flnelltyeetting e4,000 from the 
insurance company after fighting for a year. When we get it and pey the taxes ou both 
proportiem, the debt interest now due and the next, our medical costs and only part of 
this year's payment on debt print pal, it will be all gone une I can only hope the can 
keeps hie ,ord to make the repairs for the runt he hasn't paid. Re bee only started and 
done enough to 	back in. I suppose abe'd have me put him and all those kids out? 

You know, when you quote Sylvia to me in a "we" context after she ham quit for so long, 
takes seraers off for nice vacations, I get a bit pissed off at that "we" stuff. Who cave 
her either the licenee of the right to sit back, do nothing °coact fuck up, and then 
pontificate "we" while a few do all the work that is done, 

I'll ells° you a simple explanations if you have a choice, would you do what ham 
little prospect of doing any serious ,rood and. greater if not plain Great prospect of 
doing harm? There is nothing significtmt that Wecht in going to oven be able to add to 
the nebl,eq record but error and indlugence of what I am becomina convinced is eylvia's 
desire to hurt ec, that of which she accuses me of wanting for everybody else. It is 
a lie to say that earlier "future fears" stopped us, and it is surely a lie to say it 
ever could  have stopped any of the work she ever did. 

,You and she gotta be crazy to a y and think that the stuff in 1966 late and 1967 
didn t make a diffeeense. Not the CBS and NBC specials, the books, the AP series? Nan, 
you ere faroutl ell the books together didn't get that kind of attention and certainly not 
where it counta, among opinion makers. Can you remember as far back as the greeting 
Lattimer got? Think that is new? 

You do not have to satisfy yeureelf that Specter and the Fla will have a reason to 
defend theoselves. It will be done autouatically. The context alone, aside from the 
traditional dishonestu of the precis, avpids the need for them. I took this up with a corres-
pondent who iu a personal friend just last weekend, be is absolutely without doubt that I 
am right, that the press will do exactly as I say, and especial  lee with th gaily press 
the situation is one that gives reporters ahuo;utely no choice. They are goint to say 
that the familt suppressed the stuff that counts and that if they had no, there would not 
have been this eletake. But anyway, Oswald is guilty. Can Cyril address even the finger 
on the trigger from anything ho sees? You know what we know that he can't see. Aside from 
what they can do to him and eiehole with a little briefing. 

Anything bad about a Kennedy helps the Republicans and the right—wing forces inside 
the democratic party. That should be obvious, as should the timing of the decision to let 
Cyril in, perfectly with Teddy's coming ale .or eee. end do you not remember Neashall's 
letters to me in, which he says he leaves all this up to the erchivisalfho do you think 
Rhoads serves? 

ThatetWd..ne this lying; down stuff about others named is utterly unrealistic. So `Teddy 
says I stopped beating my wife, or I didn't know I wan beating my wife? What can he say 
when he knows =thin ; and the contract was signed in the family name and there was no need 
for the contract and Jobby-  is dead? And what could Bobby have said about this? That the 
government of which he was part drafted a contract his lawyer sued for him and he didn't 
mean or uaderstene? 11ho is there,who will have a chance to talk, who can have anything to 
say that can be heard? And I don t know who will be "lying dram" except us? Remember 
Graham said he'd ;et back to me before he wrote anything? Did he? Howard, this is fairy-
tale stuff, as I told Sylvea and as the record and the realities of press life leave 
without question. They'll rush to their typewriters and will write as fast as they must 
and it will all be over in a big swoosh, I have gone into all these thingn eith you beeore. 
I suggest that your disteoss at the situation you are in and the tone of shit that have 
been poured on you endlessly are keeping; you from this clearly and receJline clearly. 
Your formulation:, here are so unreal, so far from what really hapilees, that I can conclude 
nothing else. 

Now let ae give you a simple formulation. The family is blamed, the eleI is cleared, 
the stafflaeyere are cleared, it makes little difference whether or not the numbers arc, 
there is nothing to chow Oswald didn't shoot that Cyril can see or say. Where do IIC eo 
free hero with this done? What difference, in fact, Will it 1C,'ii Cyril can say there 
has to have been another shooter? They'll still be able to say LHU was the klller ane will. 
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There is another side of this you do not ode:rem: what is Cyril going to any that 
he hasn't already said or that did not come out in N.0.? I mean real sorioue stuff, eside 
from whether or not it is already in Yid? And what attention did that Get, ho: long did 
ecen Lattimer's stuff get played? Any attention in any paper of which you knoe for his 
two later things? And they are justification to the press? 

Ion should be less throubled when you think of what I've told you that tou ignore. 
If the government wants this to happen, it WILL happen, Cyril or no. Cyril can merely hurt 
us more. I have novr ehansed on this, saw and said it from the first. But look at the 

other side, iO we have to endo this, with Cyril's bold shot, who do we have? Supeeoe, 
just supeoue, it (1003 go the way I say it is intended to. UponwhASImill we be able to 
draw for any kind of refutation, including the one thet would have been effective 
so long age ,hen I suggested it to Cyril without reeponse? 

So, lets say, for the seke of argument tilt some thing can go wrong as 1  fear the 
intent and the chences are. Now who is going to ask hineelf what we can do about it, 
what chances we have of being able to do anything about it, and unless somebody can come 
up with smeehing better than greasy kid stuff, as I see it there has to be something 
really world—ohsking to run any unnecessary risk. 

Uf coaree, if there is dosage, the real hurt is to society and to what we say we 
want and I m less persuaded about how such some are dominated by this to the exclusion 
of other considerations. I have been explicit enough on this sith you with some. But on 
an individual level, who can got hurt? Not Sylvia, who has been out of it long except for 
the mouth. Oot Jerry, who was never in it except for trouble and  I now think kicks, which 
is not to say he is not a serious man of generelly geed principles and interets. "o has 
just been entirely too irresponsible, and I can't get it out of rind that he was dews here 
and acted as though he had done nothing. It boils down to a very few of us. 

To me it i3 a form or Russian roulette. 
I've been disturbed by all this, by Sylvia'o nonsreeponsiveness, by the ether thing 

I shoule be doing end cant because of all of this laud Lil'u reaction has boon bad), and 
during the writing of this I've been interrupted too eueh, inelueine by some now ieesnuling 
trouble to the nephew. 

To summarize, if you can't see how this is the ideal mechanism for exculpating the 
ones most guilty, you are not thinking. Do you need any more than this? 

row remember, if the government really wante it, it iu going to hapeen aeyway, 
so spare yourself guilt feelings:. Nichols is waiting in the wines. There is Chapman. 
There is whatever person Graham right decide upon. They can get plenty of others if 
they so desire, one of the reasons 1  have written some of the letters of which I've neat 
you copies. If they are not sincere, what the hull have I spent all that time for. 

This is a frame that has been in the works since at least the time the contract was 
drafted and I think from the time of the autopsy, pretty Lech. You should have road ey Litter 
on why the contract. Have you an answer that satisfies you other than as a federal frame? 
I don't. I thought of this long ago and I'm pretty ceetain I forgot to include...it in Pe. 

Have you one satisfactory answer to why "amhall says he leaves it up to hoeds? If 
you do, I don't and would welcome some ineocent explanation. 

There is too much of thin out of your consideration. There really is only one question 
for you, are you to be part of it. It nakoe no difference whether or not you aro —ecept to 
you. It really cant make any major dif.erence in the result, as I see it. I can see it 
wrongly, but this is the way I do. To a degree you do. The clause to which I referred earlier 
is, "I made a decision which now seems meaningless." You addressed some aspects with Jerryyou 
have forgotten. .Reading that letter deceived me into think that you had thought it through 
clearly. What happened since you wrote that to confuse your thinking? Until I Got your letter 
to Jer y I stayed tempted to call you, but I just couldn't. I wantee to. I fear a co:AA:nation 
of things, including what oylvia does not reconeise in herself, whatever it is. I think there 
is enough plan falsehood in her letter that 1  expose pretty bluntly, lint, her reason for not 
coming here and her record with SrnAni and Salandria and what they dim to sae. This is unlike 
her, ae it is unlike her to avoid direct challenges. he can be as peesessive as she can be 
eloquent. and what is conspicuous to me, to this very day she has avoideu any dieussion of 
this in any form with me or any eonfrontatien with those things I seid about Weeht. Bither 
I'm a liar or he has a not rood record. Her leteer to me it much too tolerant for th- letter 
I wrote her. Her wanting Jerry in on this is abeolutely insane. But I've got to stop. Calm 
down, stop worrying and whatever you finally do won't make that much difference. eest, 


